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Haxida



Our team members (5 people) have years of experience 
each in their field, with years of experience in the crypto industry.

We fully apply the experience acquired from all of us for the development of Haxida.

The project started with some discussing the crypto 
industry discussing the interaction and compatibility 
of popular blockchains and the problems they may currently suffer from.

The high fee paid to miners, the blockages suffered by the network when it is saturated, etc.The high fee paid to miners, the blockages suffered by the network when it is saturated, etc.

We decided to organize ourselves to try in some way, to contribute something existing, 
but serve to solve the current existing problems.

We are very excited about this new project and we hope that in 2/3 years from now, 
Haxida will be a benchmark in the community.

This is a long-term project, although depending on market demands, 
times may go much faster or low than expected.

Abouts
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From the beginning we have been clear, communicative and transparent.
We initially started the project very excited, we added liquidity when the value of BNB 
was above $620, when the value of BNB fell our humble little initial liquidity was hit quite a bit.

We have suffered enough during the first year of our project, our first contract (still in progress) 
has suffered since we resigned it (The new contract is not resigned).

Being resigned, we have not been able to cope with the demand to stop the organized groups and 
bots that were constantly draining liquidity, leaving the liquidity lower and lower, distancing the bots that were constantly draining liquidity, leaving the liquidity lower and lower, distancing the 
interest of any potential investors in our project. All this made us uselessly invest everything we 
could throughout the year since, from our point of view, it has been a bad approach from 
the moment the contract was abandoned.

We have also been scammed by fake influencers, stockbrokers and individuals by social networks 
or via email, who have wanted to profit from us, making us lose much of the initial illusion with 
which all this began.

There's been a lot of ups and downs, still and all, we're still fighting, defending our name every time There's been a lot of ups and downs, still and all, we're still fighting, defending our name every time 
we read that someone says this was a scam or the liquidity was too low and things like that that 
we've had to deal with every day, in the end we decided to hire some dedicated servers with the 
intention of moving to our own network and solving the problem with the initial contract 
terminated, taking a step forward for our project, but the market and its downward and upward 
trend expenses with which we have had to attend have not helped at all.

Finally, in September 2022 we have been forced to stop everything, reorganize ourselves, study the future 
and see the possibilities.and see the possibilities.
It has been decided to create a new contract (it is not yet created) that allows us to control these 
evils that we have been suffering, not making the mistake of renouncing the contract again, 
so that if necessary we can act against bad behavior. of bots or organized groups and of course, 
avoid false influencers at all costs, ban organized groups that arrive just wanting to PUMP the token 
and once the value rises, sell and drain the liquidity, thus leaving losses to the rest of the users . 
We will nip all this in the bud.

We have always insisted that this is a long-term project, we were not in a hurry, nor are we in a hurry for it, We have always insisted that this is a long-term project, we were not in a hurry, nor are we in a hurry for it, 
since nowadays each member of the team has their own work and other things to attend to and 
we knew that. . this was going to take a long time.
But we wanted to make an effort to shorten times and between one thing and another it went 
wrong.

Great blame for this lies with the scams we have suffered this year, 
the suplantation identity theft of some of our dev by third parties.

The high cost that we have been paying for almost a whole year between servers, The high cost that we have been paying for almost a whole year between servers, 
marketing (ghost promotions for the most part), etc...
In short, we have suffered many evils and few joys.

In the end, the team makes the decision to nip all these problems in the bud, we'll start from 0. But we won't 
make the same mistakes.

This document will be updated with a new revision once the new contract is generated.

History
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Haxida was born with a single idea in mind, to develop his own
Ecosystem based on Blockchain technology and an improvement of the present.
There is a real problem with network fees, Haxida plans not to inherit
this common problem today.
We want to develop our own ecosystem, our own market tools, help the
community and provide what is required according to demand.
We have started completely from scratch.We have started completely from scratch.

Without resources, in a humble way trying to make our way thanks to
the token and the funds that have been allocated for the project.
Our project ending up being a reality and getting to complete
the phases that we have proposed, will depend on the community and the
acceptance we have.
Step by step, but firmly, we will evolve if the community
allows us.allows us.
All our work will always be available on github.com, it will be open, so we hope that other 
developers will join us at Haxida
in the future so that we can continue to look at higher goals.
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Goals and vision

Distribution
Name:            Haxida
Ticker:           HAX
Decimals:      8
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000,000
Contract:       0xbC718075f36A37459D855BDaAc5a3F057Eb2D98b 

Buy fee is less than 5% (0%)
Sell fee is less than 5% (0%)Sell fee is less than 5% (0%)



We are updating you on our work in progress and related industry news. 

Always happy to answer your questions. 

Email: info@haxida.io 
 

Social Profiles:

Please consider making a donation for the devs: 
0xb841CB3398B855bE4D6F67ed68f2946caD593B02

This document is subject to change. 
The Haxida team has rights to change or modify any content of this document. 

Contact
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https://twitter.com/Haxida_Token
https://www.facebook.com/HaxidaToken/
https://t.me/Haxida_Token
https://t.me/Haxida_Group
https://medium.com/@Haxida
https://www.reddit.com/r/Haxida/
https://github.com/Haxidahttps://github.com/Haxida
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